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College professor James Lowry, a firm disbeliever in the world of demons and devils, inexplicably
"loses" four hours of his life, and in his quest to remember what happened, he ventures into a dark
hell from which there is no escape

Reviews of the Fear by L. Ron Hubbard
Levion
Excellent classic sci-fi!
Geny
Excellent book - nice read - very addictive - recommended!!!
GYBYXOH
woo the twist was amazing... did not know founder of scientology could write. hilarious... ironic how
there is a discussion of religion and... other "beings" in the book. makes you think there's more than
nut scam crap idea to Scientology.
spark

Enjoyed reading.
Bynelad
After reading the back of the book, I decided that I'd give it a try. Smart decision. I read the book at
night. Not smart decision. The book covers a college professor's loss of four hours time. You'd think,
"hmm...real sinister plot." You'd be wrong. At first the book seems like an average science fiction
story, then we're taken inside of James Lowry's thoughts and dreams. What we see is a mushroom
cloud of dimensia...or so we think. The more the story progresses, the more we see James Lowry
decay. Its scary to think that the loss of four hours, something that appears so trivial, can drive a
man towards insanity. Though its science fiction, the thought does cross your mind, "What if it
happened to me."
Froststalker
This is a classic by one of the greats of the era. Full of twists and turns, and very well written.
roternow
Hurtling forward, frenetic, toward...an unfulfilling conclusion:
Admired the prose, the style. Liked the suspense, but I just wanted more.
I did enjoy this one. Some parts read like Alice in Wonderland for me, while other parts tended to
drag a little. Sometimes I found myself getting caught up in the wordiness of the story. On the
whole, however, I'd say this was pretty good.
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